1. Introduction. If a Lie group G acts differentiably on a manifold 9m then various spaces of tensor field on 9n become in a natural way modules for the Lie algebra & of G and the cohomology of &i with these coefficient modules in certain cases carries interesting information about the action of G. In this paper we will discuss this situation, at first in a somewhat more abstract setup, and develop a method for computing these cohomology groups in certain cases. In particular we shall show that if G is compact and semisimple then even though these modules are infinite dimensional the conclusions of the First and Second Whitehead Lemmas [10] , [11] are valid; namely the first and second cohomology groups are trivial. As one consequence we will show that differentiable actions of compact, semi-simple Lie groups admit only trivial infinitesimal deformations (? 11) a fact whose global analogue will be found in [7] . Our second and motivating application of these general cohomology results is to a question initiated by one of the authors in [9] . Namely if a Lie group G acts differentiably on the base space of a differentiable fiber bundle B over M can G be made to act differentiably on B so as to be equivariant with respect to the fiber projection and so that each operation of G on B is a bundle map. We show here that the answer is yes if G is compact and simply connected and if the structural group of B is a solvable Lie group, and moreover that the way of "lifting" the action of G to B is essentially unique.
2. Cohomology and invariant cohomology of Lie algebras. In the following L is a finite dimensional Lie algebra over a field F of characteristic zero. For the defintion of an L-module and a complete discussion of the cohomology of L with coefficients in an L-module we refer the reader to [2] or [3] (we shall use the notation of the latter). The notion of the invariant cohomology of L with coefficients in an L-module is implicit in a number of papers, however the lack of an exposition with the relevant facts that we shall need makes the following discussion desirable. In particular we regard F as a trivial L-module anid write 0
Since C1 (L) =L*, the dual space of L, and since by (6) 
Thus H1 (L) is trivial if and only if L is its own commutator subalgebra. Note also that H* is an additive functor, i. e. H*(L,
If 1M1 is any L-module then for each X C L there is an endomorphism iy of C*(L, MlI) homogeneous of degree -1 defined by ixm = 0 for m C Mll= CO(L, iMl) and (ixc) (X1, * -*, Xp_1) = e(X, X1, * * *, XP-1) for cE CP (L, M), p > 0. For later reference we recall from [3] that the module operations of L on C*(L, 1M) is related to d and the operations ix by (7) Xc dic-c + ixdc
3. An extension of the Whitehead lemmas. We will sbow in ? 8 
Now let c C ZI2 (L, M) and let V be the finite dimensional subspace of Ml spanned by {c(X, Y) IX, Y C L}. We consider V as a trivial L-module. Assuming H2(L) 0 it follows that H2(L, V) 0. Now cE C2 (L, V) and comparing (5) and (6) of ?2 we see that dTC=-dc 0 so cCZ2(L, V) = B2(L, V) and hence C = dTO for some 0 E C' (L, V) C C' (L, Mll). It will suffice to prove that 0E C l0(L, 211), for then comparing (5) and (6) of ? 2 again d(-0) dI= dTO C so CE B12(L,M) and we will have shown
and by the Jacobi identity and the linearity of 0 it follows that
q.e.d. 4 . Topological G-Modules. In this and succeeding sections G will denote a compact Lie group, Go its identity component, and 9 its Lie algebra of left invariant vector fields. By a topological G-module we shall mean a complete, metrizable, locally convex, real topological vector space (a Frechet space) M together with a fixed homomorphism T of G into the group of automorphisms of M such that for each m E 31 the map g -> T(g) m of G into M is continuous. We denote the space of continuous linear functionals on M by M* and we write <m, 1> for l(m) if (1, m) C lll* X l1L (which of the many possible topologies to put on MP* is irrelevant for our purposes anid we shall always regard M* as untopologized). In general we will drop explicit reference to T and simply write gm instead of T(g) m. Note that since Hi is a Frechet space and for each mC M I the orbit {gm I g C G} is compact, and hence bounded, it follows from the principle of uniform boundedness that 4. 1. THEOREM. Given a neighborhood V of zero in the topological G-module MI there is a neighborhood U of zero in 11 such that gu c T" for all (g, u) C G X U. Equivalently if {inm} is a sequence in 111 converging to an then {gmr} converges to gm uniformly for g C G. Proof. By 4. 1 gmr converges to gm uniformly in g, so since I is linear and continuous and hence uniformly continuous, <gMr, 1> converges to <gm, 1> uniformly in g and a fortiori < (Exp tX) mk, 1> converges to <(Exp tX)im, l> uniformly in t. Similarly < (Exp tX) ok, 1> converges to <(Exp tX) W, 1> uniformly in t. By a theorem of elementary calculus this validates differentiation "under the limit sign" and gives the desired result.
q. e. d. Moreover if any one, and hence all, of these conditions are satisfied then the maps X, X', and X* are all equal and are the unique continuous linlear map of Ml into intself which extends XO.
Pr'oof. It is clear that (4) implies (1) and that if X and X7* exist that they are equal. From 6. 2 it follows that (1) implies (2) and that if X exists, it is the unique continuous linear extension of XO. From 6. 3 it follows that (2) implies (3) and that X2 is the unique continuous linear extension of XO. It remains to show that (3) implies (4) and that X' X*. Remark. It is easily shown by example that the maps t -> (Exp X)in need not be strongly differentiable for all m in a differentiable G-module. 6. 7. Definition. If M is a differentiable G-module then the 9 -module structure for M described in 6. 6 is called the derived &-module.
Henceforth differentiable G-modules will be regarded without explicit mention as 9-modules, the derived &-module always being understood. Proof.
(1) follows easily from 6. 4 and the definition of the derived 9 module structure. To prove (2) we note that if 1 11* and we write 1 o g then
If gm m for all gC G0 then (ExptX)m =m for all XC Ei and all real t hence for each X C & t -> (Exp tX) has strong and therefore weak derivative zero at t = 0 and by Definition Xm = 0. Conversely if Xm = 0 for a given dt X C s then by (1) -j <Exp tX, I> _ so <K(ExptX) m, l>-<(ExpOX)m, l> <m, 1>, (Exp tX)m = m. Since G is compact every element of Go is of the form Exp X and (3) follows.
q. e. d. M) is a differentiable G-module, the derived 9 -module structure miioreover being that given in (2) From (2) of (6.8) it follows that Xgc-g(ad(g-1)X) for all gC G, XC 9 and cC C*(6,,M). Using this and equation (1) of ?1 a straightforward computation gives g(dc) = d(gc).
8. The main theorem. 8. 1. LEMMA. If Ml is a differentiable G-mnodule then each operation of Go on C*(6,,M) is chain homotopic to the identity, i.e. for each g C Go there is a linear map A(g) of C*(6,,M) into itself such gc-c dA(g)c +-j (g)dc for all cC C*(6,,M). Moreover, the map g--A(g) can be cosen so that g -> (g) c is continuous for each c C C* (,j, M).
Proof. Since Go is compact and connected we can find, for each g C Go, XE ,s, such that g=expX.
We defineA(g) c f (ExptX)ixc dt. Since C* (t9, M) is a differentiable G-module from 6. Now suppose that U is a small enough neighborhood of the identity so that the exponential map has a continuous inaverse, f. Define then
A0 (g) has the required properties and g --A0 (g) c is continuous on U. Now choose g1, * ,gn in Go so that giU cover Go, and choose A(gi) satisfying the lemma. It is easily seen that if we define AX(g) for g =giucg,U by (1) It is a projection of C*(8,A31) on C,*(,9,M1I). 9. The differentiability of tensor modules. Let 9n be a differentiable G-space, i.e. 97a is a differentiable (C= C) manifold and there is given a differentiable map (g, p) -> gp of G X 9T into 9T (the action of G on 9T) such that ep-p and (ggl)p =g(g'p).
For each X E there is a differentiable vector field XS on 9n defined by X*,, is the tangent to t-4 (Exp -tX) p at t =0.
The map X -X* is a homomorphism of & into the Lie algebra of differentiable vector fields on qT which is called the infinitesimal generator of the action of G on 9Th. Let 5 be the space of all differentiable tensor fields on 9cT of any fixed (mixed) rank and symmetry type with the usual "C--topology" (i.e. convergence means uniform convergence of each componenit and of each partial derivative of any order of a component on any compact subset of a coordinate neighborhood). It is well-known that 5 is a complete locally convex space and in fact a Montel space. Mloreover if 9Th is second countable, as we henceforth assume, then 7 is metrizable. Each diffeomorphism p of 9T induces an automorphism of 5 in a well-known way and we will write this automorphism as p also. Moreover if {p.} is a sequence of diffeomorphism of 9T converging to a diffeomorphism p in the C--topology then it is clear that pnT -> pT for any T C 5. By a theorem of Montgomery [4] if we write g* for the operation p->gp of an element of G on 9Th then g -> g* is continuous from G into the group of diffeomorphisms of 9n with the Coo-topology. It follows from these last two facts that 5 is a topological G-module if we define gT = g*T. We shall call such a topological G-module a module of tensor fields (associated with the differentiable G-space 9h) and shall as usual write gT instead of g*T. It follows easily from Theorem II of [5] that a module of tensor fields J is alwavs differentiable and that for X C 9 and T C 5 XT is just the usual Lie derivative of T with respect to the vector field X*. We can now forget about the topology on 5 and even the action of G on 5. All that is important for the applications we shall make is summed up in THEOREM.
Let 9h be a differentiable G-space and X--> X the infinitesimal generator of the action of G on 9h. Let 5 be the space of all differentiable tensor fields on 9n of a fixed rank and symmetry type, and for X E 9 and TC S let XT be the Lie derivative of T u'ith respect to X". Then this makes 5 into a derived 9 -module so that (8. 4 and 8. ,ad(g)Xp). This sets up a linear isomorphism between C* (s) and CI0* (, 5) and referring to equations (5) and (6) of ? 1 we see that dT corresponds to -d, under this isomorphism.
It follows that HI* (,5) H*(s) and this gives the well-known result H* (G, R) -H* (, ). In [2] , where the cohomology theory of Lie algebras was first made explicit, there is a detailed account of theorems of this genieral nature.
11. Infinitesimal deformation of differentiable G-spaces. Let 9'71 be a differentiable G-space, 1: G X 9h --> 9h the action of G on 9h and X -> X* the infinitesimal geenrator of (. Suppose that for each t C [0, 1] = I there is given an action 1t of G on 9T such that JD '( and such that (g, p, t) -> 1t (g, p) is a differentiable map of G X 9T X I into 9Wh. Such a family 1t will be called a deformation of 1 and we write X -> Xt* for the infinitesimal generator of 1t. It is easily seen that (X, p, t) -> (Xt*) is a differentiable map of 9 X 'Iii X I into the tangent bundle of 9n and it follows that for each XC A deformation ofthat can be defined in this way is called trivial. It is easily seen that the associated infinitesimal deformation D of 1 is given by DX = [Z, X*] = ad (Z)X* where Z as above is the infinitesimal deformation of 171 associated with ft. In general if Z' C 'UD': X--ad(Z')X* is an infinitesimal deformation of 4) and we call such infinitesimal deformations of 1i trivial (at least if 171. is compact Z' is the infinitesimal deformation of 9n associated with some deformation pt of '7 In [7] the authors prove a global form of this theorem; namely that if G is any compact Lie group (not necessarily semi-simple) then every deformation of the action of G on a compact differentiable G-space is trivial. It does not seem that either of these theorems implies the other in any obvious way. Now let Y, be a finite dimensional subalgebra of the Lie algebra 'V of all differentiable vector fields on a compact differentiable manifold W&. If 'V is a compact semi-simple Lie algebra (i. e. the Killing form is niegative definite) then the simply connected Lie group G with Lie algebra 9 isomorphic to Y, is compact and semi-simple. By Corollary 2 of Theorem XVIII of [6] an isomorphism of & onto C is the infinitesimal generator of an action of G on 'Iii. Applying 11. 1 
2. THEOREM. If
is a compact semi-simple sub-algebr-a of the Lie algebra 'V of differentiable vector fields on a compact differentiable manifold, then every derivation of Y, into 'V is the restriction to Y, of an inner derivation of 'V.
12. Lifting of group actions. In this section we assume that our compact Lie group G is connected and denote by 0 its simply connected covering group. We shall identify the Lie algebras of G and (7 under the isomorphism given by the differential of the covering homomorphism. We note that a differentiable G-space 9n is in a natural way a differentiable (7-space and that the homomorphisms of & into the Lie algebra '1 of differentiable vector fields on 9Th which are the infinitesimal generators of the actions of G and 0 on 91i. are the same.
In general a homomorphism X -> X* of 9 into 9V is not the infinitesimal generator of an action of G or even G on 171. if c71 is not compact. However it is shown in [6, Theorem III, p. 95] that if each of the vector fields X* generates a global one-parameter group of diffeomorphisnm of 9T theii X -> X" is the infinitesimal generator of a unique action of (G on 9Th. Now if X* does not generate a global one parameter group of diffeomorphism of 9T then (for example, see [6, p. 84 global one parameter group of diffeomorphisms of 91. Now let X -> X* be the infinitesimal generator of the action of G on a differentiable G-space 9T and let 7r be the projection of a differentiable fiber bundle B over 9Th, having compact fiber. Then 7r is proper and it follows that there is a one-to-one correspondence between actions of (7 on B for which r is equivariant and homomorphisms T: X--*XT of & into the Lie algebra of differentiable vector fields on 9h such that XT and X* are 7r-related for all X C S. We now specialize further and assume that B is a principle-bundle with structural group a compact connected Lie group H and we write (h, b) -? hb for the action of H on B (this conflicts with the more customary usage in which the structural group acts on the right, but it is only necessary to define hb to be bh-1).
For a diffeomorphism of B to be a bundle map, i. Let X->X* be the infinitesimal generator of the action of G on a differentiable G-space 9h. Let H be a compact connected Lie gr-oup with Lie algsbra 91, B a differentiable principle H-bundle over Cm with projection 7r and Z -* Z* the infinitesimal generator of the action of H on B. Then there is a one-to-one correspondence between actions of O on B equivariant with respect to 7r such that each operation of GI on B is a butnldle equivalence, and homomorphisms T: X-4XT of 9 into the Lie algebrat of differeOtiable vector fields on B such that (1) XT and X* are 7r-related for all X C 9 (2) XT,Z*] ==O0 for all XC X, ZC S9.
A homomorphism T: X-->XT satisfying (1) and (2) for Z E 9(, h E H. We now make a final simplifying assumption, lnamelv that H is a torus so that it follows from the above relation that Z* is ai HI- Writing out the cyclic permutations of the above equation and summing we get an equation which gives dcr (X1, X2, X3) 0, hence c7 C Z2 (9X, 31). We call cr the error cocycle of the pseudo-lifting T. Now let yC C'(,9,M), i.e. y is a linear map of 9 into 11. Then it is clear that a: X -> X =-Xr + y(X) is another pseudo-lifting of 9 to B and that conversely every pseudo lifting of 9 to B is of this form for a unique -y C 0' (,M).
We call y the difference cochain of a and T. Recalling from 12. If B is a principle torus bundle over a differentiable G-space 9h, then a lifting of 9 to B exists if and only if the obstruction to a lifting of 9 to B vanishes.
Since C H2 (,9, M) which by 12. 2 is zero if G is semi-simple.
12. 4. COROLLARY. If G is a conpact semi-simple Lie group actd B is a principle torus buntdle over a differentiable G-space 9T then there is a lifting of 9 to B.
We now consider the uniqueness problem for liftings of 9 to B. Returning to our general situation let a and T be two liftings of 1i to B. It follows that if (g, b) -* gb is the action of G7 on B generated by XXT then the action generated by Xo? is (gb) -*hgh-1(b). Since H'(P,MJI) =0 if G is semi-simple combining these remarks with 12. 1 and 12. 4 we have 12. 5. THEOREM. If G is a semi-simple compact Lie group, iTh a differentiable G-space, and B a torus bundle over 9T, then there is a differentiable action (g, b) -* gb of G on B which is equivariant with respect to the projection of B on 9t and is such that each operation of 61 on B is a bundle map. Mloreover this action is essentially unique in the sense that every othei such action of G on B is of the form (g, b) --hgh-lb where h is a differentiable bundle equivalence of B.
The latter theorem can be significantly generalized as follows 12. 6. THEOREM. Let G be a simply connected compact Lie group, EI a solvable, connected Lie group, 9h a differentiable G-space and B a differentiable principle H-bundle over 9T. Then there is a differentiable action of G on B such that the projection of B on 9' is equivariant and each operation of G on B is a bundle map. Moreover this action is essentially unique in the sense that any other action of G on B wvith these properties is related by conjugation with a bundle equivalence as in 12. 5.
Proof. By induction on dim H. If dim H = 1 then either H is a circle group and the theorem is a consequence of 12. 5 or else H is isomorphic to the additive group of real numbers. In the latter case H is solid so that [8, p . 55] B is a product bundle so that existence of the required type of action of G on B is obvious. Uniqueness can be proved just as in 12. 
